Dot to Dot
Can you guess what farmyard animal is below? Write your guess on the dotted line and then join up the dots to find out if you’re right!

GIANT DELICIOUS WORDSEARCH
Can you find all these foods in our wordsearch?

APPLE   BACON   BANANA   BREAD   CANDY
CARROT   CHEESE   CORN   FRUIT   HAMBURGER
LETTUCE   ORANGE   PINE   PIZZA   POTATO
RICE     SOUP     STRAWBERRY   TOMATO   VEGETABLE

Z S P H F D Z U D V Y Q L G L R N P
A P A R A L O W E R Z W U V L P L B
U W U E M N L G R F G N B X W A
H I R N O E E E E R E G R U B M A H N
T B R C T T B T E P O T A T O A A A
S O A T A W I D O S O E O H Y P Z N
C B U B A A O J U R E T G P O P Z A
J C L R S O U P E M R E A N Y L I K
E E T W Y F Q Z R M T A H M A E P I
I S H D Y Y C I K L F H C C O R Z N
U H N W M K C J K C F E M L Q T O V
Y A V G Y E D D Z Y R H E I P Q V N
C B M D M A H U O X N U Y A S R Y C

Our farmyard friends are looking a bit washed out!
Can you add some colour to bring them to life?

JUNIORS MENU
KIDS MEAL DEAL
Main, Dessert & Drink | £6.50

MAINS
BBQ CHICKEN WINGS | £4.95
with skin-on fries and buttered corn cob
FISH & CHIPS | £4.95
sustainably sourced cod with skin-on chunky chips, garden peas and fresh lemon
BUTTERMILK CHICKEN GOUJON | £4.95
with mash potato and garden peas
MAC & CHEESE | £4.95
with garlic bread
BEEF MEATBALLS & PASTA SHAPES | £4.95
with tomato sauce, cheese and garlic bread

DESSERT
JUNIORS
ICE CREAM POT | £2.00
Vanilla, strawberry, or chocolate

DRINKS
JUICE | £1.50
half pint of Eager Juice (choice of three flavours)
SQUASH | £1.00
50ml of Schweppes Cordial (choice of three flavours)
MILK | £0.50
CHOCOCINNO | £0.90

Some dishes may contain or have traces of nuts or dairy. Please ask a team member for our list of allergens. A discretionary service charge of 10% will be added to the bill for groups of 6+.